A direct demonstration of the catalytic action of monodehydroascorbate reductase by pulse radiolysis.
To elucidate the catalytic mechanism of monodehydroascorbate (MDA) reductase from cucumber, its interaction with MDA radical was investigated by the use of pulse radiolysis. When approximately equimolar MDA radical to the fully reduced MDA reductase was generated, the fully reduced enzyme reacted first with MDA radical to form the red semiquinone, and the semiquinone further reacted with MDA radical to form the oxidized enzyme. At a low ratio (< 20) of MDA radical to enzyme concentration, the fully reduced enzyme reacted quantitatively with MDA radical to form the semiquinone with a second-order rate constant of 2.6 x 10(8) M-1 s-1 at pH 7.4. At excess MDA radical to enzyme concentration, a similar rate constant was obtained from the decay of MDA radical. These results suggest that the reaction of the semiquinone with MDA radical occurs at the same rate or rate-limiting step of the oxidation of the fully reduced enzyme by MDA radical. The rate constants decreased with an increase in NaCl concentration, suggesting that the localization of cationic groups of amino acid residue near the active site may provide electrostatic guidance to the anionic substrate of MDA radical.